Abstract. Cellular automata are a class of mathematical systems characterized by discreteness (in space, time, and state values), determinism, and local interaction. Little is known mathematically about automata with nonlinear interaction rules. This paper establishes that certain nonlinear automata on finite lattices may be mapped exactly onto a linear automaton, thus providing an 'exact solution' for the nonlinear systems, and permitting description of their fundamental dynamical features such as limit cycle period, attractor SI~UCIU~C, and transience length. These particular nonlinear automata generate multiple domains within which evolution exactly mimics that of the linear automaton, with ;he domain wall behaviour itself governed by the dynamics of the linear automaton. In particular, the position of the domain walls follows a trajectory that is determined by the linear system. and is characterized by an integer-valued 'winding number' representing the 'oe:,aviour, The :iiiii;
Introduction
This paper discusses the mathematics of one-dimensional nonlinear cellular automata on finite lattices with periodic boundary conditions. Such an automaton may be viewed as consisting of sites on a cylinder of specified size n evolving according to a local interaction rule of the form . ; +I = f ( x i -, , . . . ,xi,. . . ,XI+,) f : z:'c' + z, (1.1) where xi denotes the value of site i at time f, f represents the rule, r is a non-negative integer specifying the radius of the rule, and Z , = (O,l, ... for all i and t. The cellular automaton is said to be linear if its interaction rule satisfies the superposition principle, and nonlinear otherwise.
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The viewpoint of this paper is that in the context of discrete dynamical systems, linear cellular automata provide analogues of the more familiar 'exactly solvable' systems of continuous mathematics. The combination of superposition and a matrix operator formalism for linear automata permits exact description of their fundamental dynamical features on finite lattices with periodic boundary conditions. For example, theoretical studies [ 1 4 have led to exact results for the transience, attractor structure, and reversibility properties of those systems.
ivoniinear ceiiuiar auiomaia have hitherio not been susceptibie to the approaches of [14] since many of those results derive from algebraic properties of the linear operator representing the automaton rule, and further, the inability to invoke the superposition principle cripples the analysis of nonlinear rules for arbitrary initial conditions. This paper presents a procedure that 'solves' certain nonlinear automata by mapping
iucruy G~U~Y~K U L L U L F~L sybrc~rls. 1 IK I uuudrueniai concepi unueriying tnis solution procedure is the existence of equivalence classes for cellular automata described in [SI. In the case of the nonlinear automata studied here, the appropriate equivalence class perhaps fortuitously includes a linear automaton that is both analytically tractable and dynamically interesting. This linear system serves as a 'template' for its nonlinear counterparts.
The crux of the transformation for nonlinear automata that leads to an exact solution is the identification of an integer-valued quantity to be called c,-geometrically interpretable as the number of domain walls or dislocations in the systemdefined for the nonlinear automaton at all times t . The value of cI is monotonically non-increasing as a function o f f , with the details of its dependence on t determined by the dynamics of the associated linear template system. Changes in the value of ct induce a modification from nonlinear to linear automaton is 'local' in the sense of being restricted to the local time regime in which the value of cI is conserved.
Most importantly, in any time regime for which cI is conserved, the linear template completely governs the evolution of the nonlinear automaton, in the sense that information on the linear system allows exact reconstruction of the nonlinear system. In particular, it will be shown that on finite lattices, the quantity c; is conserved for all attractors of the nonlinear system, and thus all such equilibrium behaviour is 'exactly solvable' in that it may be understood by studying the corresponding linear case. in the !inear temp!ate for thc non!inear automa!on; hence !he eqL!iva!cnGc mapping
Preliminaries
This section contains a review of definitions and concepts preparatory to the discussion of exactly solvable one-dimensional nonlinear automata.
Central to the analysis of cellular automata is an understanding of the structure of their attractors. Given a fixed rule, fundamental data include the number and size of its attractors, the nature and size of the basins associated with each attractor, and the detailed structure of the spatial or temporal sequences that appear in its attractors. Note that in this context, the finiteness of the spatial lattice, the discreteness of state values, and determinism of the interaction rule imply that all initial conditions will be attracted into 'limit cycle' behaviour; that is, aperiodic or true 'chaotic' behaviour cannot occur. Here, a limit cycle of period p on a cylinder size n is defined to be a set of spatial sequences {x!; i = 0,1,. . . ,n -1; t = T , T + 1,. . . , T + p -l} such that x: = xitp for all f 2 T ; that is, a set of spatial sequences on the cylinder that repeat themselves periodically in time.
A significant distinction is that between 'linear' and 'nonlinear' automaton rules.
Definition.
A rule R of radius r is defined to he linear if it satisfies the additivity condition; that is, for any (2r + I)-tuples y and z, the function f defining the rule R satisfies f(Y)+f(4 = f(Y+4 where 't' denotes addition modulo k, with k being the number of values that may be assumed by the sites.
In studying the attractor structure of one-dimensional automata, both linear and nonlinear, it is natural to focus on 'elementary'-that is, nearest-neighbour, binary site-valued-systems. The general form of these automata is given by = f(x:-l,x:,x;+,)
Linear elementary automata include rules 0 (zero rule), 15 (right-shift with toggle rule), 51 (toggle rule), 60, 90, 105 (sum-rule with toggle), 150 (sum-rule), 170 (leftshift rule), and 204 (identity rule); together with their equivalents under symmetry transformations.
From the point of view of dynamical systems, most linear rules generate rather simple behaviour. Extensive work [24] has been done, however, on the behaviour of the 'non-trivial' linear rules (that is, rules 60, 90, and 150) operating on finite lattices with periodic or fixed boundary conditions. Techniques have been developed for enumeration of their limit cycles, and computation of maximal limit cycle periods and maximal transience length. It has further been shown 141 that a given spatial sequence appears in limit cycles for linear rules iff its values satisfy a linear recurrence relation defined by the automaton rule, and thus the considerable mathematical machinery of recurring sequences over finite fields can be used for the analysis of the detailed structure of limit cycle sequences.
Before discussing the behaviour of nonlinear rules, the analysis of linear rules will he summarized here. The elementary rule defined by {000,010,101,111} + 0 (001,011,100,110) -+ 1 (2.1)
(& by the labelling scheme of [I] ), is representative of the class of non-trivial linear automaton rules studied in [2-41. The results of those papers relevant to this investigation are summarized below. Let R be the rule defined by (2.1). Then (i) for any cylinder size n, the maximum limit cycle period (the value of which will he denoted by Il,) is equal to the period of the limit cycle generated by any initial condition consisting of a single non-zero site value; e.g., 00."01;
(ii) for n of the form 2"' for some m 2 0, the maximal period n, = I ; (iii) for n even hut not of the form 2'", II, = ZIl,,,,;
where sord"(2) is the multiplicative sub-order function of 2 modulo n, defined as the least integer j such that 2' = ?I (v) a spatial sequence { x f ; i = 0, I , ..., n -I} appears in a limit cycle for R on a cylinder size n if and only if its values satisfy the linear recurrence relation corresponding to the polynomial defined by (mod n).
where 2D is the largest power of 2 that divides n, and n = m2D
The upper bound of Il: as given above is in fact the exact value of II, for most cases with n small and odd, the exceptions being listed in [2] .
The above results describing II, essentially depend on representing any given configuration for a linear rule as a characteristic polynomial, then expressing the time evolution of the rule as multiplication by a second polynomial representing the action of the rule, and finally determining II, (or, in some cases, Hi) as the power of multiplication under which particular configurations are mapped onto themselves. Clearly little of the above analysis can be applied directly to the study of nonlinear automaton rules. In [3] , however, it is established that for a nonlinear rule R, (v') a spatial sequence (xi; i = 0, 1 , . . . , n -I } appears in a limit cycle of period p for R, on a cylinder size n only if its values satisfy the nonlinear recurrence rclation xi+s = fh(Xi-,h.. . . , x i , . , . 9 Xi+J and P I Icmh n)/h.
In the above, f denotes the function defining the rule, f h denotes the hth-order composition of the rule, and the value of the fundamental shift of the rule on a cylinder size n is given by
indicating that the effect of h iterations is to shift a spatial sequence s sites to the left.
The preceding exact description of limit cycle period, transience, and recurring sequences indicates the potential benefits of mapping nonlinear onto linear automaton systems. The sections that follow describe a procedure, together with the novel considerations it introduces, that provides such a mapping and thereby permits the application of these results.
Exact solution of nonlinear rules
As has been noted elsewhere [6-81, several nonlinear rules 'simulate' R,,, in that their behaviours coincide when restricted to certain spatial subsequences, In addition, as observed in [7] , the evolution of these rules on an infinite lattice can be viewed as generating multiple 'domains' within which the system emulates 4,. In the infinite case, the positions of the domain walls vary in an ostensibly random fashion, with collision of walls leading to annihilation and merging of domains. This annihilation process leads gradually to the emergence of a more and more 'ordered' configuration, much as in the case of spontaneous symmetry breaking,
The phenomenon of simulation of one rule by other rules is shown here to be a manifestation of the existence of equivalence classes for automaton rules. Rules belonging to the same equivalence class may be mapped exactly onto one another, with substantial theoretical benefits if an analytically recalcitrant rule is thereby transformed into one more tractable. A technique based on this equivalence class structure is outlined fieie for ihe exaci soiuiion of the noniinear one-dimensionai automaion d e s i h i map onto the linear &, , .
The exact solution of nonlinear rules consists of the following steps:
(i) identification of the spatial subsequences on which the action of the rule deviates from linearity;
(ii) transformation of the spatial lattice (specifically, insertion of new site values) so as to exclude for all time the occurrence of these subsequences while leaving the evolution of the rest of the system undisturbed;
(iii) analysis of the resultant linear system; (iv) construction and analysis of the mapping from the linear system back to the original nonlinear system.
Steps (ii) and (iv) are non-intuitive and much of the remainder of the paper will be devoted to establishing their attainability.
Step (ii) implicitly assumes that the subsequences to be excluded cannot be spontaneously generated in the evolution of the nonlinear automaton, and that it is possible to insert site values that force linear-like behaviour without inducing global perturbations of the system. Surprisingly, the details of step (iv)-the inverse mapping-will be shown to be determined solely by features of the linear automaton, and thus to he independent of the nonlinearity.
The procedure will be discussed here in detail for the nonlinear automaton rules 18, 126, and 146, all three of which possess symmetry properties in their rule table definitions that will be shown to imply an equivalence with the linear rule 90 t.
Henceforth the notation R, will be assumed to refer to any of the nonlinear rules, with a assuming specific values when appropriate. Definitions of the automata are given in rule table form below. 
The first step in solving a nonlinear system is to identify the subsequences on which the specific rule R, coincides with the analytically simpler rule 4,. The blocks that in each case give rise at some future time step to a discrepancy between the linear and the nonlinear behaviour will henceforth termed 'irregular' blocks. Thus, for example, a 0-block bordered by Is will be said to be irregular for rule 18 if it contains an even number of Os, and a I-block irregular for rule 126 if it conidins an u&j number of is, The next step in the solution procedure is to devise a means of transforming the spatial lattice for the nonlinear rules so as to preclude the occurrence of irregular blocks without perturbing the evolution of the entire system. Suppose that one iteration of the rule is applied to an arbitrary spatial sequence, and assume for the moment that the irregular blocks in the sequence are sufficiently separated (in space) but the irregular blocks. Moreover, the definition of Ra implies that a subset of its rule table is injective [9] (and in fact identical to h,), and the remainder-the part that deviates from linearity-collapses uniformly onto a single value (the value 0 for rules 18 and 146, and the value 1 for rule 126)t. The action of the nonlinear rule on the transformed spatial sequence is then identical to that of h0, yet faithfully reprodxes-xccp! with the retention of !he extra si ! . va!uss-thc effec! of app!ying R, to the original sequence. For example, suppose that the sequence contains the block 0001101, which under iteration by RI, generates 01000. The transformed sequence is given by 00010101, which under iteration by either R,, or &, , generates Ol0~00, where 0 denotes the inserted 0.
Thus, the procedure for solving a nonlinear system transforms the system's spatial lattice so as to induce the rule to mimic the evolution of a linear rule. The transformation has the effect of suppressing the future occurrence of spatial subsequences upon which the action of the rule deviates from linearity ('irregular blocks').
Before continuing with the analysis of the linear system constructed via the transformation introduced above, a more precise statement of the results is needed. As suggested by the preceding comments, the solution of a nonlinear rule R, depends critically on the analysis of irregular blocks. Let c( denote the number of irregular blocks in a spatial sequence S ' . Further, define a transformation G,(S) that acts upon a spatial sequence S' so as to insert an extra site into each of the irregular blocks, thereby converting it into a regular block. 
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Precisely, define et for each R, as shown below:
t The definition of Rlna specifies that I I I -1: however, 111 cannot be spontaneously generated by the aul~malon and hencc occurs in equilibrium behaviour only given an inilial condition or all Is. The collapsing of Is onto 1 is thus exactly equivalenl IO a collapsing onto 0. which has acquired three new site values as a result of the transformation being applied to the irregular blocks 1 I , 1001, and 11 11. Note that the transformation is many-to-one, implying that given a sequence such as C , , ( S ) above, specification of the number of irregular blocks contained in the original sequence S does not suffice to reconstruct S unambiguously. Finally, for any spatial sequence S , let K k [ S ] denote the spatial sequence generated by iteration of the automaton rule R for k time steps on the sequence S . For example,
denotes the result of T iterations of RI, applied to the sequence S.
The theorem below states the fundamental mimicking result.
Theorem 1 . arbitrary initial conditions,
For a nonlinear rule K, evolving on (either finite or infinite) lattices with (i) the quantity c, is monotonically non-increasing as a function o f t ;
(ii) for any range of iterations [To, To + TI for which the quantity ct is conserved, the sequenccs S' evolving under K, 'mimic' the sequences G,(S') evolving under 4,;
that is
for 0 5 t I T .
Proof As an example representative of the other rules R,, consider RI,. It follows immediately from the rule table that a pair of adjacent 1s occurs in the evolution of R , , if and only if an irregular block has appeared at some previous time step; in other words, irregular blocks cannot be created spontaneously in the rule's evolution, and hence the quantity c, must be monotonically non..increasing with time.
To establish the mimicking phenomenon, consider the case of R,, evolving from a spatial sequence STo. If S has no irregular blocks, the mimicking is obvious. Suppose sequence STu has an irreguiar biock bi consisting of a subsequence of consecutive Os of length I Z 0. Insert an extra 0 into b,. Since the 0-block of length I' occurring in sequence Sr"+"-"/2+1 is irregular, the above analysis governs its subsequent evolution; hence,
for any time regime in which ct is conserved.
The proofs for the other rules are similar U Note. Throughout this paper, equality of spatial sequences in automaton systems implies site-by-site equality of sequence values assuming a fixed labeling of spatial site positions. An arbitrary spatial sequence S , in other words, is not taken to be equivalent to the sequences related to S by rotational transformations.
Corollary. nonlinear rule R,. Then for 0 < f.
Let S he a spatial sequence appearing in a limit cycle of period p for a
The above theorem and corollary assert that in any range of iterations for which the number of irregular blocks is conserved-in particular, in any limit cycle-the evolution of the nonlinear rule may be mapped onto the evolution of & by use of the transformation G, that converts irregular into regular blocks. The analysis of the nonlinear rule is hence achieved by characterizing the behaviour of the appropriate linear automaton, and then 'inverting' the transformation to re-capture the features of the original system; schematically, assuming that ct is constant in the time regime To < t < to + T , and letting (G;')* denote the inverse of G,,
The many-to-one nature of the transformation G,, and its implications for the inversion procedure, are discussed in the next section. Specifically, it will he shown that the dynamics of the linear template system provides the information needed for the construction of a well-defined inverse (CL')', and hence of a procedure for recovering the nonlinear from the linear system.
Irregular blocks and winding numbers for nonlinear rules
Some additional notation and definitions are needed to clarify the detailed features of the transformation G, introduced in Section 3. Let So be a finite spatial sequence. With a n arbitrary starting point, label the blocks of Os and 1s in S from left to right as by, i = 0, I, ., ., with blocks defined for each rule R, as given in the Now apply a nonlinear rule R, to the arbitrary spatial sequence So and consider the evolution of its blocks by. At each time step, the number of blocks in the spatial sequences generated will fluctuate; nevertheless it is possible to 'tag' the blocks b: in the initial condition S o and to track their 'paths of influence' in the automaton. The 'path of influence' of a block bp is defined so as to link by to the spatial blocks b', t = 1,2,. . . characterized by the requirement that if by is irregular, then b' is irregular as well under evolution by R,. Theorem 1 asserts that the number of irregular blocks is non-increasing with time, implying that for each time step f, at most one block b' lies in bps path of influence. Moreover, the mimicking result of theorem 1 establishes that the path of influence of a block may be studied by tracking its propagation either in the nonlinear automaton generated by So under R,, or equivalently in the associated linear template. Figure 1 depicts two examples of paths of influence propagating in linear & automaton templates corresponding in the first case to a RI, automaton, and in the second to a RI,, automaton. In both examples, the textured paths connect those blocks that would be irregular if the appropriate blocks in the initial condition were to be made irregular bv the deletion of a single site value, and the automaton then -allowed to evolve under the nonlinear rule. In what follows, a mapping will be defined that formalizes this notion of a path of influence. The mapping is defined as acting on the linear h,, and is designed for the analysis of the nonlinear automata R, for which 4, automata serve as templates.
is to map each block bf in a sequence S' into the block b:+' in S'+l that belongs to the path of influence of bf. The definition and the lemma that follow are concerned with the technical details of establishing this behaviour of bz; the reader uninterested in these details may choose to skip to the discussion following the proof of the lemma.
For the purpcses of the !enxna, :raxsk=;ma:io:: $n is defixed be!w as acting no! on the blocks themselves, but on values representing the spatial positions of the I S serving as the left borders of the blocks. For an arbitrary spatial sequence S', construct the associated sequence G,(S'). Denote the value of site j in the sequence G,(S') by xI, and the ith block in G,(S') by bi. Further, for rules 18 and 146 set k, to be the spatial site position of block bis leftmost 1, and define where K 2 1 is the minimum positive integer such that x~, -~ = 1, j = l,2,..,, K and
The following lemma asserts that if the number of irregular blocks is conserved for a sequence evolving under nonlinear rule R,, then the site position at time t of the left border of an irregular block is mapped by 4% to its position at the next time step t + 1.
Lemma. Let S' be an arbitrary finite spatial sequence containing an irreguiar biock bj whose left bordering 1 is at site k,, and let S'+l be the spatial sequence obtained from If the initial blocks are irregular for, say, rule 18, then the blocks lying in their paths of influence will be irregular up until the time of annihilation; the resultant block will subscqucntly be regular and a new lincar template automaton is associaled with the evolution of the nonlinear rule. Note that paths necessarily coalesce upon collision, and that elastic collisian of paths is precluded.
Note that if the condition in the lemma is violated-that is, if there exists at least one block b; with 4,(ki) = 4,(kj)-then the irregular blocks annihilate each other in pairs, and the coalescence produces a block that is either irregular or regular depending on the parity of the number of such blocks. Figure 2 depicts an example in which two irregular blocks coalesce to produce a regular block. defined for the linear bo provides the tool for clarifying the behaviour of the quantity ci introduced above. Suppose that the nonlinear rule R, is applied to a spatial sequence in which there are exactly two irregular blocks hi and bi.
If Fh(ki) # $;(kj) for all t, then the paths of influence of the two blocks never intersect, and ct = 2 is a conserved quantity. If, however, Fh(ki) = 4k(kj) for some t, then the paths of influence of the two blocks collide and annihilate-producing a single regular The transformation block-and the quantity ct drops to 0. In particular, note that a decrease in the value of ct is a necessary consequence of the collision of two paths; it is impossible, in other words, for the paths to 'cross' or otherwise to undergo elastic scattering.
The transformation $ E will in the subsequent discussion he considered as acting on the block labels themselves, rather than equivalently (as above) on the site positions of their left-bordering 1 s.
In the particular case of limit cycle behaviour for linear and nonlinear automata, the opeiatoi
,. ---:-A -C . L ,: ----...__ l n r o system, in fact governs the evolution of the paths of influence for all time. In other words, once convergence to a limit cycle has been attained at, say, time T , the spatial sequence generated by the automaton at any time step T + k n with k > 0 will represent a 'recurrence' of the spatial sequence S T , and the subsequent paths of influence for the blocks in ST+'" are again determined by QX, of a block bi under the mapping Q Z : ( I ) transience; (2) fixed point behaviour; and (3) and w is the smallest integer for which the above is true. Clearly a fixed point may he viewed as having w = 1. Since the number of blocks is finite, it follows from the determinism of the rule that w is well-defined and w < n3 for any block bi.
Definifion. Let bi be a block such that
@:(by) =by" (4.4)
and w is the smallest integer for which the above is true. Then w represents the winding number of the block 6, under the rule R,.
The following theorem establishes that all non-transient blocks in a limit cycle Figure 3. Evolutions of rule 18 and rule 90. Theorem I establishes that the linear automata (shown an the right) serve as templates for the nonlinear automata (on the left) in that there exists an exact mapping from one to the other. The linear automaton in each case is defined on a cylinder size hK with a limit cycle period of 60 and maximum transience of 2 iterations. A textured area in the linear system represents the path of influence of an irregular black in the nonlinear system. Note that at any point in time, the path of influence indicates the block in the linear system from which a 0-site can be deleted to obtain an exact reproduction of the nonlinear system. Associated with each nonlinear system is a graph indicating the mapping representing the change in position of the irregular blocks effected by a complete limit cycle period of the linear rule. For convenience, the mapping is defined using the blocks as labelled in the last row (temporal iteration) of the automata. The mapping can bc uscd Either backwards to determine the block in the first spatial sequence of the limit cycle (that is, the sequence that appeared fl = 60 iterations earlier) that is linked to each labelled block, or forwards to determine the block that will be in the labelled block's path of influence after an additional fl = 60 iterations. (a) An irregular black remains fixed in position-that is, with its centre anchored to a particular site, namely, the point of symmetry-only if generated by a spatially symmetric sequence. The figure illustrates the evolution of a Spatially symmetric initial condition on a cylinder size 61; its limit cycle period is exactly that of thc associated linear system. The value of a block's winding number under the mapping @% will be shown to have significant consequences for dynamical features such as limit cycle period under the associated rule R,. In particular it is natural to assume naively that the equivalence between a nonlinear rule R, and the linear rule h0 implies equality of their limit cycle periods; this assumption will in fact prove valid only in the case that (U = 1.
Some examples of the mapping @a are shown in figures 3 and 4. Each case depicts the evolution of & on a cylinder size n = 68 together with a nonlinear automaton exactly solvable using the linear automaton as template. With each linear template, the figures also associate a graph of the mapping '3% indicating the block hi+" that lies in the path of influence of b: after ll iterations. The nonlinear automaton in figure 3 is defined by R,8; and in figure 4 by RI,,. In all cases, the maximal limit cycle period of Figure 3 . (Continued) (h) The initial condition here contains an irregular block whose spatial position undergoes transience and finally is attracted to a fixed point of the operator @,S. Aftcr initial transience under the linear rule, the spatial position uf this irregular block recurs exactly after cvery complete limit cycle period of the rule. The limit cycle pcriod of the nonlinear system on a cylinder s i x 67 is exactly that ofthc linear tcmplate. Following folio: (c) the initial condition in this case contains an irregular block whosc spatial position undergoes transiencc and thcn is attracted to a member o f a limit cycle for the operator alX. The attractor for the irregular block is a block with 'winding number' equal to 5 ; that is, the irregular block returns to its original position only after 5 complete limit cycle periods or the linear rule. Shown here are iterations representing the first fundamenial shift for the nonlinear system defined on a cylinder sizc 67: note that the irregular block has completed its cycle but the spatial sequences are shifted by one site. The l i m a system cxhibits its first lundamunlal shirt after 30 Iterations: the pcriod of thc nonlinear system is (67)(5)(30) = 10050.
the linear system is given by Il = 60 as follows from (2.2).
In figure 3(a) , the position of the irregular block remains fixed under evolution of R9". The initial condition S is spatially symmetric, and it is easy to show that spatial symmetry is both necessary and sutficient for the path of influence of a block to be 'anchored' in this sense. Note in particular that the anchoring permits unambiguous reconstruction of the nonlinear system from the linear one. By contrast, in figure 3 the position of the irregular block bo does not remain fixed, but nevertheless represents a fixed point of the mapping @, . That is, irregular block bo is mapped by onto itself in one limit cycle period of &; consequently, the limit cycle period of the nonlinear rule is exactly that of the linear rule. Figure 4 . Evolutions of rule 126 on an initial condition containing one odd-length 1-block on a cylinder size 67, and the associated rule 90 template on a cylinder size 68. The textured area in the linear system on the right represents the path of influence of the irregular block in the nonlinear system on the left. Note that as in figure 3(b) , the irregular block in the initial condition is a transient that is attracted to a fixed point of the operator %26.
In figure 3(c) , the irregular block bo is a member of a limit cycle of order 5; after an but the irregular block has moved to b, and thus indicating that the limit cycle has not yet completed itself. Only after t = (5)(60) = 300 iterations does the irregular block return to its original position. The behaviour shown in figure 4 is that of an initial condition with a single irregular block (a 1-block of odd length) evolving under the nonlinear rule 126. As in figure 3(b) above, the irregular block represents a fixed point of the mapping @% and hence is mapped onto itself in one limit cycle period of bo. Again, the limit cycle period of the nonlinear rule is exactly that of the linear rule.
To summarize, the mapping @, permits the analysis of irregular blocks in a nonlinear automaton by tracking their behaviour in a corresponding linear template. The positions of the irregular blocks in the nonlinear system represent precisely the data needed for the construction of the inverse transformation (G;')* ; in other words, provides the requisite information for the inversion from linear to nonlinear.
In addition @, associates with each block bi in a spatial sequence an integervalued winding number representing the number of complete linear limit cycle periods required for an irregularity in bi to traverse the nonlinear cylinder generated by R,, and to return to its original position. In the next section, these winding numbers will be used to derive precise values for limit cycle periods.
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Quasiperiodicity and limit cycle periods for nonlinear rules
This section considers the problem of computing the limit cycle period of an automaton evolving under a nonlinear rule R,. As suggested in the previous section, the periodicity of limit cycles for rules on finite lattices is determined by the periodicity of the associated linear template system, modulated by the winding numbers of the irregular blocks in the nonlinear system. By definition, a limit cycle consists of a sequence S evolving under an automaton rule and then reappearing after a finite number of time steps. In order for a limit cycle to be realized, it therefore is necessary for all irregular blocks in S to return to their original position; in other words, to undergo a sufficient number of iterations as determined by their winding number as defined earlier.
Consider first the simplest case of a sequence S with exactly one irregular block, and denote its winding number to be o(bi). A quick upper bound on the maximal limit cycle period of an automaton with S as its initial condition is given below. Theorem 3. Let R, be a nonlinear rule, and S be an arbitrary sequence of length n with exactly one block bi irregular for R,. Denote by II[S,R,] the period of the limit cycle generated by S under R,, and by H[G(S), hO] the period of the limit cycle generated by G(S) under 4,. Then 
where with n' defined in (2.2).
ProoJ:
The expressions follow immediately from the discussion of winding numbers and use of h0 as a linear template for the nonlinear automaton. The only non-obvious aspect is the appearance of the factor n in (ii), necessitated by the fact that the nonlinear rule is evolving on a cylinder whose size differs from that of the linear rule, and hence a spatial shift of one site per linear limit cycle period iterations occurs in general. Note that the mimicking result of theorem 1 implies that the factor n does not appear in the 0 expression given for case (i).
Figure 3(c) depicts an example of a limit cycle for a sequence of length n = 67 containing a single irregular block with winding number equal to 5. The associated linear template has a limit cycle period lT68 = 60, and the limit cycle period of the nonlinear system is (67)(5)(30)=10 050.
In order to sharpen the values for limit cycle period, it is necessary to consider the shift mechanism underlying limit cycle behaviour of 4,. As in (2.3), the fundamental shift (T of a limit cycle is defined as signifying that the effect of h iterations of h0 on sequence S is to shift S by s spatial sites to the left. The shift mechanism can act to reduce significantly the limit cycle shown in figure 5 . The shift mechanism analysis is combined with the assumption of possibly multiple irregular blocks to give a much improved bound on maximal limit cycle period. The essential concept is the definition of a 'collective winding number' U' representing the number of linear limit cycle fundamental shifts required for a set of irregular blocks to be mapped into itself. Specifically, the collective winding number is determined by the number of iterations required for every irregular block to migrate to the spatial lattice site of a shifted copy of one of the other members of the set, rather than for each block to return to its own original position.
Definition. Let S be an sequence of length n that appears in a limit cycle for rule R,, and suppose that S contains irregular blocks b,, i = 1,. . . , k. Define the collective winding number o* of the set of blocks bi to be the minimum positive integer such that The quasiperiodic behaviour of limit cycles is described by the theorem below. Theorem 4 . Let R, be a nonlinear rule, and S be an sequence that appears in a limit cycle for R,. Suppose S is of length n and contains irregular blocks bi, i = 1,. . . , k. Then where nu [&, I is the period of the fundamental shift for h0 on the cylinder size (n + k), and o* is defined above. . Limit cycle periods for the nonlinear system are typically reduced by the presence of multiple irregular blocks. Depicted here is an example with three irregular blocks in the initial condition on a cylinder size 65; under evolution of the nonlinear rule, the three blocks are mapped onto shifted versions of each other. It is thus possible for the system to complete a limit cycle without each individual irregular block executing its full cycle of winding around the automaton cylinder. Shown here are iterations repersenting the first fundamental shift for the nonlinear system; note that the irregular blocks have been mapped onto their original positions, but the spatial sequences are shifted by one site. (18) indicates that the 'collective' winding number of the irregular blocks in this case is I. Since the linear system exhibits its first fundamental shift after 15 iterations, the period of the nonlinear system is (65)(1)(15) = 975. Note that the system first undergoes transience, after which the spatial sequences shift by one site every 15 iterations. Figure 6 depicts such an example of R,, evolving on a cylinder size n = 65 with three irregular blocks, each individually possessing a winding number o of 6, but with a collective winding number o* of 1. The linear template exhibits a limit cycle period nu = 30, with its first shift occurring after 15 iterations?, and the nonlinear limit cycle period is given by (65)(1)(15) = 975.
The final result of this section gives a formulation in terms of nonlinear recurrence relations for blocks to be fixed points of the operator 0%. For any spatial sequence S and fixed irregular block bi, define the sequence G , , ( S ) to be that obtained by transforming all irregular blocks, with the exception of bi, in S into regular blocks. The following theorem then is an immediate consequence of the results of this section.
Theorem 5. Let S be an arbitrary sequence of length n containing a total of Q blocks that are irregular for rule R,. Then the winding number o of a block bi is the smallest positive integer such that the sequence Gz,i(S) satisfies the nonlinear recurrence relation where f is the function defining the nonlinear rule R,, II is the limit cycle period of h0 on a cylinder size n + Q, and k is a fixed integer independent of i.
Transience and attractor structure
This section discusses in greater detail the attractor structure of nonlinear automaton rules. A question that naturally arises in this context is that of determining whether a given spatial sequence S is a member of a limit cycle for a nonlinear rule R E ; and if not, to identify the limit cycle to which sequence S will eventually be attracted. The larger questions pertain to the general structure of attractors and their basins for these nonlinear rules, both individually and in the context of the equivalence class containing themselves and the linear rule. The analysis of this section provides further insight into the similarities of attractor 'skeletal' structure observed in [SI.
First consider the problem of determining the asymptotic behaviour of a given sequence S of length n evolving under nonlinear rule R,. There are two possibilities: (i) Sequence S contains no irregular blocks;
(ii) Sequence S contain Q > 0 irregular blocks, and either (a) the Q irregular blocks are attracted onto exactly Q distinct fixed points of the operator or its higher orders (that is, the irregular blocks do not annihilate each other); or (6) in finite time at least two of the Q irregular blocks coalesce and annihilate each other;
In case (i), it follows from the previous section that the sequence will generate a limit cycle that in all respects mimics exactly that generated from S by the linear h0.
In particular, the transience depth and the limit cycle period will be identical to those under the linear rule.
In case (ii(a)), the previous section establishes that the sequence will be attracted onto a limit cycle that mimics an associated limit cycle on a cylinder size n + Q. The limit cycle period will be a multiplicative constant of the limit cycle period of the linear rule, with the size of the constant dependent on the winding numbers of the irregular blocks. Transience time will in general exceed that of the linear limit cycle since it now has two components: transience time necessary for convergence to the linear limit cycle sequence, and transience time for the irregular blocks to be attracted onto the blocks that are fixed points of @, and its higher orders. Note however that the linear limit cycle template is valid even during long transience. More precisely, let T be the transience time for h0 on a cylinder size n. Then as stated in section 2,
where 2D is the largest power of 2 that divides n exactly. It follows that for the nonlinear rule with t > T , even if transience time for the nonlinear rule exceeds T + II.
In case (ii(b)), the linear limit cycle template retains its validity for as many time steps as the number of irregular blocks is conserved. Upon annihilation, the new limit cycle template will be defined on a cylinder size n + Q -2q, where q is the number of pairs of irregular blocks that annihilate simultaneously. In general equation (6.1) will not hold for lJ being the limit cycle period of the linear cylinder size n + Q since the true limit cycle period is that of a cylinder size n + Q*, where Q' is the asymptotic number of irregular blocks.
A simple constraint on the asymptotic number of irregular blocks in limit cycles of R, is obtained from the behaviour of h0 on cylinder sizes that are powers of 2.
Theorem 6.
number Q' of irregular blocks satisfies either 0 I Q' I M -2 or M + 2 I Q' I n / 2 .
For limit cycles of R, on cylinder sizes n = 2k -M , where k, M > 0, the Note that the upper bound in theorem 6 of Q' = n / 2 is attained for sequences of length n Finally, on the basis of having understood the asymptotic behaviour of an individual spatial sequence S , consider the larger question of the general attractor structure of nonlinear and linear rules. Two dual problems may be formulated.
Problem I. For a fixed cylinder size n evolving under R,, find the set of automata on cylinders size n + k, k = 0,1,. . . such that the limit cycles for the nonlinear rule on the original cylinder size n mimic those for the linear rule on the larger cylinders.
Problem 11. Let S be an arbitrary spatial sequence of length n. Further assume that S appears in a limit cycle for ho; in other words, the values of S satisfy the linear recurrence relation 0 (mod 4) consisting of spatial concatenations of the subsequence 1100.
x" -1
where 2 ' is the largest power of 2 that divides n, and n = m2D. Then by deleting sites from sequence S , construct the sequences S' of length n -k such that the evolution of S' under a nonlinear rule R, mimics the evolution of S under h0 for non-zero time steps. In particular, find the sequences S' that are limit cycles under the nonlinear rule; that is, the sequences that are solutions of the nonlinear recurrence relations associated with the rule.
Problem I is the 'direct' problem that has been addressed by the preceding sections. Note that the solution of this problem leads to an efficient limit cycle enumeration algorithm that circumvents the usual computational storage and sorting limitations. In particular, given an initial condition in the form of a spatial sequence So of length n :
Upon termination of the algorithm, the current value of cl represents the number of irregular blocks that are present in the limit cycle sequence-indicating that the initial condition is attracted to a linear template on a cylinder size n + c,-and the current value of j represents the irregular blocks' collective winding number U'.
The results of applying the above algorithm to all initial conditions of length 3 I n I 19 are given in table 1.
Problem I1 can be decomposed into sub-problems corresponding to the asymptotic behaviour of the sequences generated by deleting sites from the sequences S . For example, for RI,, let S be a sequence of length n consisting of isolated Is separated by odd-length 0-blocks. If n is even, there are exactly 2"/* -1 such sequences (modulo rotational invariance). Of these, there will be equilibrium behaviour; replace i by i + 1. a cylinder size n + ct,) steps; replace j by j + 1.
and Scl]-'. ctY k = 1,2, ...
(%)
sequences that contain exactly k Is; deletion of exactly d I k Os from the k blockswith at most one 0 being deleted from each block-causes the resultant sequence to be attracted to a limit cycle of & on a cylinder whose size is bounded below by n -d and above by n. For example, for any k and d = 0, all sequences will be attracted to a h0 limit cycle on a cylinder size n ; for d = 1, all sequences will be attracted to a h,, limit cycle on a cylinder size n -1. For d = 2 with k 2 2, sequences will be attracted to a limit cycle on a cylinder size either n (if the irregular blocks do not annihilate) or n -2.
A similar analysis is possible if more than one 0 is deleted from any of the k blocks. In particular, if an even number m of Os is deleted from any block, the block length remains odd, and the sequence will be attracted to a ho limit cycle on a cylinder of maximum size n -m. Deletion, say, of three Os from some sequence S forces convergence to a limit cycle on a cylinder size whose size is either n -1 or n -3, depending on the details of the deletion procedure on the structure of S. A simple counting argument for the number of sequences obtained by deleting three Os from distinct blocks of 1000101000101OOO10 and its pre-images, for example, indicates that a total of 320 distinct sequences constitutes the basin of attraction of limit cycles of R , , on a cylinder size 15 with a linear template of cylinder size 18, in agreement with the entry for n = 15 and C, = 3 in table 1.
In summary, the attractor structure of these systems may be viewed as consisting of tiers of sequence spaces of dimension n -d ; d = 1,. . . , k connected by 'portals'?, where d represents the number of site values deleted from the original limit cycle sequences. The sizes of the portals reflect the number of sequences with the Table 1 . The number of spatial sequences of length n attracted under evolution of rule 18 to a linear attractor on a cylinder size n + k with collective winding number w* for integers 3 5 n I 19. Of, say, all initial conditions of length 13, there are 468 that are attracted to a linear template on a cylinder size n + 1 = 14 with winding number W * = 3. The period of the rule 18 automaton evolving from any such initial condition is shown in the text to be a divisor of nw*H&(n + k) = (13)(3)(7) = 273. For each cylinder size n, the number of sequences that evolve to the sequence of all Os is given in parentheses in the third column of the table.
